
MAKE MONEY 
WHILE 
GAMING! 
 

Written by NOOSE from HF. 
Hello there, so you are probably wondering at this point how you can make a few extra 

bucks online... Don’t worry we will get to that but first I will tell you what you need to start  

PayPal:  You are going to need a paypal account to accept payments from people 

and to spend the earnings. 

Minecraft/Steam account: You are going to be playing games to 

make the money so you will need a gaming account capable of playing online games that 

have in game economies/ money systems. 

Online game server: The server can be on whichever game you please 

but for the sake of this tutorial it will be a Minecraft server, as previously stated the server 

must have an online economy or money system. 

 

OK so we are done with that, everything is ready! Time to start 

gaming! (follow the tutorial but replace the details with your 

game and follow along with the idea). 



 

First: Join the online server and find out the best method to make 

IN GAME CASH, in my server it was "sugar cane" Be sure that 

people commonly buy that item for IN GAME CASH or that it is in 

the in game shop. 

 

Second: Find out the best means of obtaining said item, in my 

case I built a large semi automatic sugar cane farm like the one in 

this video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhUo0P76WDY) 

 

Third: Rake in the product. I farmed and played like I normally 

would for at least a week and a half and made millions of in game 

"points". The currencies in game vary so make a decently large 

amount. 

 

Fourth: Go to the in game shop/ or sell the sugarcane to someone 

for the equal value of in game cash.  

 

Last: Make a few posts in the chat in game saying you are selling 

large quantities of in game credits for paypal and wait for a reply. 

When you have found someone, meet up with them in game/ 

message on skype/ talk in chat and do the trade. BAM!!! FREE 

CASH FOR PLAYING A GAME. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhUo0P76WDY


 


